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Motivation
• Coreference resolution could benefit many DH tasks

• character analysis
• relation analysis

• We analyze the specific properties of coreference-related
phenomena in literary texts

• We give directions for the adaptation of guidelines
• We present a new annotation tool

Analyzed texts
Literary form Language Published in

The Sorrows of Young Werther (Goethe) Epistolary novel German 1778
From Nine to Nine (Perutz) Novel German 1918
Der Mond lacht (Perutz) Novel German 1930
Nur ein Druck auf den Knopf (Perutz) Novel German 1930
Miss Sara Sampson (Lessing) Play German 1755
The Robbers (Schiller) Play German 1782
Six fairytales by the Brothers Grimm Fairytales German 1812
A Narrative of the Captivity and US captivity English 1682
Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson narrative

Literary-specific phenomena/considerations

Text knowledge
• Characters (and reader) have varying states of knowledge
• Often purposefully deployed play with mix-ups
• Example: In crime novels, when should the description the murderer

be linked to a certain character?

→ We annotate from the reader’s point of view
→ Fixed knowledge after one read-through (for standardization)

Genericity
• High rate of switching between the generic and non-generic use

→ Annotations should distinguish them

(1) She dropped her umbrella . Every young man in such a situation would
catch the umbrella blazingly fast and hand it on to the lady . And
the lady would thank him a great many times. But this time, some-
thing outrageous happened. Stanislaus Demba left the umbrella on the
ground.

Entity development
• The concept of identity is often played with
• Are the prince and the frog in Frog Prince the same entity?
• Also difficult: creation of groups, plural references to groups

exact composition often unclear, e.g. in The Robbers

→ In unclear cases, we prefer separate entities

World knowledge
• Contemporary annotators do not have the same knowledge as a

typical reader at the time of the work’s publication

→ Where something is assumed to be common knowledge,
the annotator may look up missing facts

(2) For Karl had nothing to hope for in the world, he was drawn to Bohemia
to the sound of Friederich’s triumphant drums. Allow me, he said to
the Great Schwerin that I might die on the beds of heroes ...

• The Great Schwerin refers to Kurt Christoph Graf von Schwerin,
an important general under Friedrich II

Lexical variation
• High amount of lexical variation and paraphrasing

as a stylistic means
• Difficult to decide where coreference ends and bridging begins

(3) Mellefont. Unjustly, she condemns the delay of [a ceremony].
Sara. New friends shall be the witnesses of [our union]?
Mellefont. But bear in mind, Miss, that [our bond] would be lacking the
festivity, which we are responsible to give.

Text length
• Long texts pose challenges to the annotator’s attention span
• Pronominal coreference is limited to a certain distance
• Nominal coreferences might span hundreds of pages, e.g.

the appearance of Schehezerade in One Thousand and One Night

→ New annotation tool

Idiomatic expressions
• Very frequent in literary text
• Sometimes difficult to decide which expressions are idiomatic

(4) with a twisted face

Sub-token annotation
(5) Eine schlechte Vorbereitung, eine [trost]suchende Betrübte zu empfangen. Warum

sucht sie [ihn] auch bei mir?
A bad preparation for receiving one who seeks [comfort]. But why does she
seek [it] from me?

→ New annotation tool

True ambiguity
• Basic assumption in many NLP tasks: one ground truth
• We find disagreements resulting from diverging interpretations

→ Leave true ambiguities in the form of divergent annotations
in the corpus

Annotation tool
• Focus on enabling annotation of long texts with many discourse

entities
• Coreference annotations are conceptualized as equivalence sets

represented by colors
• Sub-token annotation: Arbitrary text spans can be annotated
• To address issue of text length:

• entities can be searched for
• found spans can be annotated as a new or existing entity
• already annotated entities are shown

• Tool can also compare two annotations and highlight differences
• Flexible import and export in a variety of formats
• Tool is openly available: https://github.com/nilsreiter/CorefAnnotator


